
Big Project Planning Example: Skyscraper
This is an example of approaching a big/

complicated/hard topic without overreaching even 
though I don’t know much about architecture. I 

also did no research for this. This is hypothetical, 
not my personal goal.

The prerequisites for doing this are some basic, 
standard cultural knowledge like any adult should 

have, plus actually being good at it instead of 
unreliable, plus some philosophy knowledge 

about overreaching, trees, project planning, etc. 
The basic method is breaking things into smaller 

components, and then breaking those into smaller 
components, and so on.

Method: (After creating the root node.) Pick a 
node with no children, create children for it, 

repeat. I aim to create all the children at once, but 
will go back and add more if I think of them later.
To a reasonable approximation, any subtree (any 
node plus its descendants) can be thought about 
by itself, independently, autonomously. This lets 
you work on one smaller part of the project at a 

time which makes it easier and less 
overwhelming.

I did not aim for completeness. This is an 
example of how to get started. To actually do this 

project, you’d write many more nodes.
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Pre-Project: I want to 
make a project planning 

tree about building a 
skyscraper like Roark!

A tree is a good way to organize an 
outline. Learn about trees.

Practice with smaller, easier trees 
about subjects I’m already good at. 
Then about new subjects where I’m 
learning something. Then big trees 
for topics I’m already good at. 
Finally, big trees for topics I don’t 
know about, like skyscrapers, 
would come fourth.

I might make mistakes. I should 
know how to handle those, 
including what overreaching is and 
how to avoid it.

My project planning will use skills. I 
need to have a low error rate at 
those skills, otherwise I’ll overreach 
during project planning.

Skill: Reading and writing.

Skill: Thinking in a reasonable, 
logical way.

Skill: Recognizing what I don’t 
know.

Skill: Research and looking things 
up.

Note: I didn’t use this skill for 
creating this example, but it’d be 
very important as a next step for a 
real project, if not used at an earlier 
stage.

Skill: Other standard skills may 
come up, e.g. arithmetic.

Skill: Non-standard skills may come 
up. If so, I’ll have to recognize that 
and learn them during the project. 
That recognizing and learning 
process is a skill.

What do I do about bias and 
emotions? Especially negative 
emotions but any emotion can get 
in the way of objective thinking.

Post-project: I want to 
improve my skyscraper 

project plan!

Research architecture intellectually/
conceptually. Learn architecture 
theory.

Ask people for help, comments, 
advice.

Get help with topics I’m unsure 
about.

Get help where the helper picks the 
topics they think are important.

Get help with my project planning 
trees.

I can get help from people involved 
with architecture, construction, 
skyscrapers, etc. And I can also get 
help from philosophers, 
intellectuals, and thinkers with 
generic reasoning skills who know 
about topics like errors, learning, 
and organizing ideas.

Visit construction sites and 
architecture offices.

Visit finished skyscrapers.

Add nodes to my tree as I learn 
new things.

Periodically review my tree for 
errors that I can see using my new 
knowledge.

Look at photos and videos. Documentaries are particularly 
good.

Project: I want to build a skyscraper like Howard Roark 
in The Fountainhead by Ayn Rand!

Get in charge of a skyscraper build.

Option: Start my own business and 
build it up.

Option: Join one company and 
work my way up gradually.

Downside: Might take a ton of time, 
e.g. 30 years.

Downside: Might never work. How 
much upward mobility do people 
have in these kinds of jobs? I don’t 
know.

Downside: The company could go 
out of business after I invest lots of 
time and energy there.

Downside: One boss who doesn’t 
like me could sabotage my career.

Downside: Will presumably need to 
play office politics a lot and do it 
well. Or maybe extreme merit could 
be a substitute?

Option: Job hop. Get promotions 
by switching companies.

Option: Get rich enough to pay for 
a skyscraper.

Learn how to deal with construction 
sub-contractors, draftsmen, clients, 
steel suppliers, etc.

Learn how to do architecture.

Option: Go to school. 

Concern: Normal students become 
normal bad/boring architects. How 
will I become great?

Concern: Indoctrination with 
Marxism, Postmodernism, Social 
Justice, environmentalism, etc.

Or, in the alternative if I resist 
indoctrination, downward grade 
falsification and other punishments 
could screw up my ability to get 
into the classes I want, get me 
kicked out of school, prevent me 
from getting accepted into a good 
master’s degree program, make me 
look bad to an employer, make it 
hard to interact with other students 
who don’t want to be punished like 
me, etc.

Concern: Schools are authoritarian 
and try to teach pre-existing 
knowledge without error correction 
to passive students who absorb the 
knowledge, rather than trying to 
provide help to active learners.

Option: Self-taught with the internet 
and books.

Option: Find a mentor. Option: Apprenticeship.

Research what the field and job are 
like to see if I actually want to do 
this. And consider alternatives I 
might like even more.


